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1. CAPSIZE DRILL 

 Safety Committee to be asked that clubs ensure that capsize drills are supervised and delivered by a qualified coach or 

someone who has completed the Capsize Drill Training.   

 

      Feedback from the National Rowing Safety Committee were not in agreement with the recommendation. 

 

There was a lengthy discussion about the response and what is required to ensure that capsize drills are 

properly conducted and train rowers in the correct recovery methods.    

 

It was felt that ideally capsize drills should be run by qualified coaches who are conversant with current 

recommended practice or someone who has completed the Capsize Drill Workshop.  Making the Capsize Drill 

Workshop a Level 2 prerequisite means that it is open to anyone not just Learner coaches.  However it is 

expensive.  It was felt that existing coaches, who are not up to date with current practice, may not use the 

workshop as a refresher. 

The most important thing is to ensure that training materials are available to clubs.  A Capsize Drill Package is 

required that is freely available to clubs to pull down when required.   

 

There should also be a free Safety Induction Package that clubs could use for new members.  This should be in a 

form that clubs can tailor to their specific needs.  There is plenty of existing material that could be used.  There are 

plans to include this in Row Safe 

 

There has been a number of capsizes during competition in our region and of the ones I’ve witnessed most were 

juniors and none put current advice into practice yet nearly all clubs have had representation on a Capsize 

Workshop. Club Coaaches and Safety Advisors must put this into practice, its more than just another certificate.  

 

 

2. Mentoring – Rosie Mayglothlin  said that there was some very good training material which had been developed 

with the intention for it to be delivered locally.  It is a 3 hour workshop and should be free.  It may need some 

revision.  She  will check what already exists and circulate it.   

 

It could also provide an opportunity to update some of the existing coaches with the latest thinking. 

 

 

3. Coaching Survey – I had intended to update the survey but simply haven’t had time, however the old 

survey format is being used to help with 2016 planning .Its also a potential means of assessing 

effectiveness of coach education program. Brit Row are also looking into running its own national 

survey 

 

This is in response to question asked about how we could measure how good coaching is.  There was 

some       discussion about how we could measure it and how we could measure how good the NCC 

is.  It is very difficult;  for example, could we have a technical assessment of competing crews at big 

events.  This is not practical, nor is performance at local events.  Perhaps we could use the Indoor 

Rowing Championships – the difference between rowers who have been coached on the water and 

indoor-only rowers who may not have been coached is very noticeable. 
 

If we are getting better, there should be fewer injuries. 

 

Quality coaching consists of competence, framework and confidence.  These things are difficult to measure and 

capture. 

 

Retention and progression are both results of good coaching 

 



 

4.  Further Consideration of the Registration of Coaches 

 

Why have registration? – Find out who is coaching and establish and maintain contact. 

 

How can we persuade coaches to register? 

Recognition – could we have a badge or ability to buy “branded” clothing? 

Not all coaches are BR members.  In Wessex, clubs have 138 coaches, 65 are BR members (taken from safety audit). 

Access to material – some would be available to all, some to registered coaches, some to BR members.  Hierarchy 

of access rights.  

Access to/discounts for webinars. 

Encourage ongoing CPD by offering a discount on workshops to registered coaches. 

 

 

How to register? 

Could we use BR membership renewal to find and register coaches? 

Start with BR members and active coaches 

Could also use coaching workshops and courses to promote registration and ask coaches for permission to contact 

them 

 

Membership database requires that coaches allow contact from BR – some may be reluctant is case they get junk 

mail.  Need to make the option clear and opt out rather than opt in. 

Once you have list, you can communicate.  Communications should be regular with set timings. 

Could put “Coach” on membership card. 

 

We now have more professional coaches in the sport.  All clubs should take up references for all coaches 

 

Once established registration should also include a disciplinary procedure. ( Other Sports have such procedures/ 

practices) 

 

Clubmark is another source of information about coaches. 

 

Why – communication and building communities  

 

Need to map out what information we need to capture and then assess what the existing systems can do.   

 

Also need to consider what information should be available and what triggers sending it. 

 

 

Dates of next meetings: 

 

26 September 

12 December 

 

 

 

Phill Tully 


